Coronavirus cases rise, but Newsom defends reopening

“We have to recognize you can’t be in a permanent state where people are locked away — for months and months and months and months on end — to see lives and livelihoods completely destroyed, without considering the health impact of those decisions as well.” - Gov. Gavin Newsom
Order takeout? Proposed California law aims for truth in all online restaurant menus

“The State Assembly didn’t just pass this bill – they moved it forward with an overwhelming “yes” vote of 60-5. Could it be that most reasonable people recognize that a tech company should have permission from a local restaurant before listing its menu, brand, and service on a delivery app? We think so. And, today, California’s State Assembly sided with small, independent business owners.”

– Jot Condie, President & CEO, California Restaurant Association

Read more

In-N-Out sues insurer for denying COVID-19 claims

In-N-Out says it has an "all-risk" business interruption insurance policy. Yet, its insurer denied its COVID-19 claims.

Read more

This is what dining at LA restaurants looks like now

In LA and everywhere else in California, you will no longer find buffets, tableside food preparations, and floating sushi boats -- at least, not for now.

Read more
Providing support and assistance to better your business during COVID

Clover is here to provide the support you need to move forward from these challenging times. The resource center gives you access to the latest Clover tools, services, guides and webinars.

Learn more

NATIONAL

National Restaurant Association: 75% of restaurant operators don't expect to turn a profit in near future

Even in areas where restaurants are allowed to reopen, many haven't. The National Restaurant Association's latest analysis reveals that and much more about the current state of the industry.

Read more

Yum! Brands sues Grubhub as delivery relationship sours

The lawsuit says Grubhub has reneged on the agreement with Yum! Brands, and that Grubhub's actions would lead to a 40% spike in fees that consumers would ultimately have to pay.

Read more
Is Your Restaurant Reeling From COVID-19? Gil and the team HAVE YOUR BACK

Put YOUR money back in YOUR pocket where it belongs with Cash Discounting, Exclusive Touchless Payments, 24/7 Customer Support, and Intuitive Cloud-Based Systems. These are all available through your friends at Gold Rush Merchant Services, powered by Electronic Payments. We put people before profits every time. Call Gil Dowling today and start saving more of your hard-earned money now!

Call 559-536-0588 today
Your go-to for all of your PPE needs

In an effort to help you easily find your necessary personal protective equipment (PPE,) the CRA has put together this list of resources provided by our allied and service provider members. Please check our Buyer's Guide for other product purchasing opportunities.

VIEW PPE VENDORS

News You Need to Know: Bill regulating delivery platforms' use of restaurants brands moves forward

Good news! The State Assembly has overwhelmingly passed AB 2149, the bill that would require third-party delivery platforms to get your permission before they can list your restaurant on their platform. Now, we will urge the State Senate to act on this bill. Also, Sabrina tells us that there are important updates to the state's reopening guidelines. We encourage you to read through them thoroughly: in addition to allowing the reopening of bars, wineries, and bar areas within restaurants, there are changes to the original guidelines that were issued for restaurants last month. Access the updated guidelines here.

AT&T joins other Relief Champions in support of Restaurants Care

The CRA Foundation has received a $7,500 donation from AT&T that will help fund much-needed grants, available through Restaurants Care, to restaurant workers struggling through the coronavirus crisis. Not surprisingly, more donations are needed because the need for help is great!

Learn more about Restaurants Care's Relief Champions and to get involved, click here!

Read more

Watch now
A PROFESSIONAL LAW CORPORATION  
Restaurant Reopening Compliance & Counseling | Business Interruption & Commercial Insurance Coverage Issues

CONTACTLESS ORDERING - DIGITAL MENUS  
Snackpass has launched contactless digital menus to support restaurants during COVID-19. Click above to join!

SET UP YOUR CONTACTLESS MENU & PAYMENT IN MINUTES  
No Contract. No Subscription. No Hassle.

UPCOMING WEBINARS

JUN 17  
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM PST  
Inoculating Against the Coming Spread of Employee Lawsuits Related to COVID-19  
More info  
Register

JUN 18  
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM PST  
Impact of COVID-19 on Workers' Compensation  
More info  
Register

JUN 17  
11:00 AM - NOON PST  
Clover's response to COVID-19, Tools for SMB's  
Register

JUN 18  
11:00 AM - NOON PST  
Challenges Facing CA Restaurants Today  
More info  
Register